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Overview
St. Louis Association of Community Organizations (SLACO) and Neighborhood
Houses partnered with Etzel Place Apartments to develop and implement a
7-week summer camp for youth who completed grades K-8. Held in SLACO’s
Community Center at 5888 Plymouth our camp was available from
June 13 – July 29, 2016, 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM, Monday through Friday.
While Etzel Place Apartments is home to 237 households, special targeted
outreach resulted in 12 youth out of 27 from Horizon Foundation sponsored
apartments.
SLACO provided safe indoor and outdoor space. Neighborhood Houses
provided daily activities, field trips, daily lunch and snacks. Neighborhood
Houses is a member of After School for All Partnership and receives funding
from United Way to set up community youth programs.

Beginnings of camp journals
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Financial Support
Our camp was made possible with a $7,240 grant from Horizon Housing
Foundation, SLACO contributed ($2,738). In-kind support came from
Neighborhood Houses and VISTA.

Impact #1:
Community Need:
Children residing in Horizon Foundation Apartments are in need childcare
during summer months. The ability for parents to pay for child care is out of
reach for most. Maintaining employment is paramount, without affordable alternatives, children are at-risk of being home alone while parents are working.
What Was Accomplished:
SLACO provided a 7-week summer camp in partnership with Horizon
Foundation, VISTA and Neighborhood Houses. Held in SLACO’s Community
Center at 5888 Plymouth, our camp was available from June 13 through July
29, 2016, 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM, Monday through Friday. Targeted outreach
attracted 12 youth residing in Horizon supported apartments . Another 15
youth attended. These youth lived in other nearby Etzel Place apartments.
All campers completed grades K-8. Summer camp was free.
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Impact #2:
Community Need:
Many children are susceptible to learning gaps during summer months. Parents
cite summer as the most difficult to ensure children have productive things to
do. Access to educational opportunities beyond summer school are usually out
of reach for most low-income families.

What Was Accomplished:
Reinforcement of Science, Math and Literature
Our Summer Camp used Fab5 KidtzMath and KidzLiteach day to reinforce proficiencies in reading, math, and science. By practicing these essential
subjects, our campers worked toward reducing learning loss that many children
experience during summer months. Our campers also honed their social skills
guided by a research based behavior modification model of daily activities
centered on dealing with emotions and every day conflict. A time to journal
was worked into busy daily schedules and campers were eager to share their
entries with new friends. Journaling was a real confidence-builder; a way for
campers to relive positive daily experiences.
Science, Observation & Discovery
Blow a bubble, get a few laughs. Talk about
what makes a bubble and you have science.
Campers found out there was more to
bubbles than giggles and grins. They were
able to discover, observe and research
everyday objects. Bubbles is just one
example of science-based activities.
Campers asked question about why some
bubbles had more color than others. They
asked why some bubbles were larger than
others. They asked why some bubbles rose
higher than others. Campers found anto their questions while
4 swers
doing research with the
computer.
research.
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Math Activities
Games and Arithmetic kits from AfterSchool Kids Math promoted math skills
already learned in school.

Young camper
proudly shows
his ability to
write his
numbers.
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Reading and Writing Activities
Daily reading and writing activities were guided by AfterSchool KidsLit to help
build penmanship, grammar, and word usage. These activities helped our
campers become more motivated readers and writers. While primary activities
were reading, discussions helped our campers gain better understanding of
themselves and others.

Readings centered
on helpfulness,
fairness, personal
responsibility, and
respect for
others.

Miss Lucy encourages
campers to write in
their journals.
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Social Development
Positive social contacts and learned behaviors sometimes present challenges.
For some, attention deficits make it difficult to be with others. For others,
anxiety of reaching-out is overwhelming. Despite challenges, we have seen
behavior changes which will hopefully carryover to school and home settings.
Our summer program gave campers plenty of chances to practice social skills
under the guidance of supportive and knowledgeable staff. We witnessed our
campers thriving in an environment of acceptance and equity. Throughout each
day, campers learned from one another, often apologizing because of
misunderstandings.
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Artistic Expression
Artistic forms, such as
dance, music and simple
creative play taught
campers how to produce
high quality results. Social
skills were enhanced as
campers learned how to
work in groups, take turns,
and share materials.
Led by a dance professional,
Campers learned African
and contemporary dance
steps. Dancing to music
built confidence of campers
when mastering movements.

Mask Making

48

Dance

Mask-making tested innovation. Campers chose what
material to use, colors, size,
etc. Campers took risk with
color intensity. Vivid pinks
and yellow covered their
masks. Beads and
glittered adorned.
Mainly self-portraits,
face-masks covered walls at
the SLACO Center. All of
this art work was bundled
and given to the campers to
take home on the last day of
camp.
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Field Trips
Seven (7) field trips gave campers a welcome break in routine. Our campers
eagerly prepped for every outing by researching where they were going. Many
of the trips were in places that campers had never been before. Some field
trips were hands-on learning experiences, while others were places for
observation. Wherever the place, campers journaled their thoughts about
their experience, sharing likes and dislikes with their friends.

Purina Farms
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Water Play
It was a long hot summer and our campers appreciated any available
water-time. Besides being a fun activity for our campers, water play offered
additional opportunities for extended learning. Water play became one of the
most relaxing experiences for our campers. Whether running through a
fountain at Tower Grove Park or swimming in a pool at the North County Y, with
every drop of water, you could hear
squeals of joy from campers.
Social skills were practiced as
campers played cooperatively in
shared space and with shared
equipment and materials.

Tower Grove Park

Field Trip Schedule
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

1:
2:
3:
4:
6:
7:

Junior Achievement
Tower Grove Park
Movies and North County Y
North County Y
Purina Farms
Movies

North County Y
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Responses from Parents:
Parents of campers were asked to complete a post-camp survey to gauge their
perceptions of the summer camp. Such questions were especially helpful as we
plan for future youth activities. However, the breadth and depth of summer
learning will become more evident when campers return to school and possibly
participate in our afterschool program.
Surveys were given to parents on paper and took approximately 10 minutes to
complete. Our survey also included open-ended questions to allow for additional
comments. Fourteen (14) surveys were completed. Survey results follow:

93%
100%
100%
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93%
100%
100%

100%

100%
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Characteristics of Participants
Recruitment of campers resulted in 27 participants, 12 of these lived in
Horizon Foundation apartments. Campers were recruited by placing a flyer in
the door of every apartment. Staff spoke to parents of potential campers
residing in Horizon Foundation apartments. On average, 18 campers attended
everyday. Our campers ranged in age from 6 to 13 years old (mean = 8.6). All
campers were African American.
Our campers attended 5 different schools (charter schools, magnet programs
and neighborhood schools). Almost half (44%) of the campers were female.
All of the campers qualified for free or reduced price meals during the
previous school year and two campers were from families experiencing
temporary financial hardships (i.e., illness and long-term unemployment).
Most families of campers received rent subsidies.

2016 SLACO Summer Campers
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Back to School
Sadly, it was time for campers to return to school. SLACO gave each camper a backpack
with school supplies. Neighborhood Houses gave each camper a tee shirt.
We look forward to many campers returning !
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Lessons Learned
Feedback from campers and their parents led to the following
suggestion for future youth programs.
Offer activities that will enrich all campers.
The wide range in ages of campers led to a number of opportunities for youth
to socialize together and learn from each other. However, the knowledge gap
between the very young and the oldest created planning challenges for staff.
Essentially, we may have to create two camps in one space—one for young
campers and one for tweens. This idea was suggested by a couple of campers.
Such a change may improve our offerings.
Some examples to be explored include:
Group learning of basic musical instruments.
Prepping for the annual science fair.
Developing a simple social enterprise.
Report Prepared By:
Judith Arnold, MA
Urban Planner/Neighborhood Organizer
August 2016
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